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Currently, there are about 800 SF260 aircraft units, of various Currently, there are about 800 SF260 aircraft units, of various 
configurations, being utilized by both civilian and military cusconfigurations, being utilized by both civilian and military customers tomers 
around the world.around the world.

The SF 260 aircraft, with its robust structure, aerodynamic desiThe SF 260 aircraft, with its robust structure, aerodynamic design and gn and 
a powerful 260HP, has proven to be a very effective aircraft fora powerful 260HP, has proven to be a very effective aircraft for basic basic 
and intermediate training. and intermediate training. 

AEROTECH, in collaboration with SAGEM,  has developed a new AEROTECH, in collaboration with SAGEM,  has developed a new 
advanced advanced ““Glass Cockpit Display PanelGlass Cockpit Display Panel”” for the SF 260 A/Cfor the SF 260 A/C



The new instrument panel is equipped with SAGEM  ICDS-10 as Primary Flight 
Display (PFD) and  Engine Monitoring Module (EMM). 
The radio and navigation equipment is from GARMIN and BENDIX KING.

Pre-modification instrument panel  on AEROTECH SF260 aircraft with its 
original instruments and radio.

Post-modification instrument panel on AEROTECH SF260 aircraft with the 
new Glass Cockpit Display Panel and new radio system.



ADVANTAGESADVANTAGES
•• Easy flight management monitoring through one panel displayEasy flight management monitoring through one panel display
•• Accuracy in instrument readingAccuracy in instrument reading
•• Ready for installationReady for installation
•• No adjustments or calibration No adjustments or calibration 

for installation on the aircraftfor installation on the aircraft
•• Possibility to set alarms on high and low Possibility to set alarms on high and low 

instrument parameter readingsinstrument parameter readings
•• Installation of sensors for engine Installation of sensors for engine 

monitoring and other system indicatorsmonitoring and other system indicators

ADDITIONAL FEATURESADDITIONAL FEATURES
BuiltBuilt--in system that enables growth/ upgrade of the aircraftin system that enables growth/ upgrade of the aircraft’’s future s future 
capabilitiescapabilities
••Additional functions for engine monitoringAdditional functions for engine monitoring
••Radar systemRadar system
••Video camera Video camera 
••Infrared scanningInfrared scanning
••Storm scopeStorm scope
••Map functionMap function

Less weight Less weight 
••eliminates AC and use of Inverterseliminates AC and use of Inverters
••less power requirementless power requirement

Terrain Obstruction Proximity System (TOFS)Terrain Obstruction Proximity System (TOFS)

Added safety featuresAdded safety features

Interchangeability of the displaysInterchangeability of the displays

Less wire installation and hookLess wire installation and hook--upup

Shorter turnShorter turn--aroundaround--time (TAT) on after sales support for parts and servicestime (TAT) on after sales support for parts and services

APPLICABILITYAPPLICABILITY
The New Glass Cockpit  configuration can be implemented on all SThe New Glass Cockpit  configuration can be implemented on all SF 260F 260
versions, including the Turboprop versions, including the Turboprop SF 260 TP  SF 260 TP  


